From London Bridge

National Rail

10 minutes

- Follow exit signs for Tooley Street.
- Cross Tooley Street at the first pedestrian crossing you see. When you cross you’ll be outside Hays Galleria.
- Continue walking down Tooley Street on this side until you reach More London on your left.
- Continue down More London until you reach Tower Bridge, go to the right of City Hall, it’s quicker.
- Head through the archway under Tower Bridge onto Shad Thames.
- Continue down Shad Thames until you reach number 36 on the left-hand side. It’s opposite Pizza Express and there is a large brown sign showing the number at street level.
- Our entry door is the one between the street and the Porter’s Lodge.
From London Bridge
Underground

11 minutes

- Follow exit signs for London Bridge Exit (Shard, HMS Belfast, City Hall, Guy’s Hospital)
- When through the turnstiles, follow the Tooley Street exit signs.
- Upon reaching the Tooley Street exit, turn right.
- Cross Tooley Street at the first pedestrian crossing you see. When you cross you’ll be outside Hays Galleria
- Continue walking down Tooley Street on this side until you reach More London on your left.
- Continue down More London until you reach Tower Bridge, go to the right of City Hall, it’s quicker.
- Head through the archway under Tower Bridge onto Shad Thames.
- Continue down Shad Thames until you reach number 36 on the left-hand side. It’s opposite Pizza Express and there is a large brown sign showing the number at street level.
- Our entry door is the one between the street and the Porter’s Lodge.
From Tower Hill
Underground
13 minutes

- Exit the station.
- Ahead you’ll see a pedestrian crossing, cross this and then cross the large crossing immediately to your left, it takes you towards the Tower of London.
- Once on the Tower of London side, continue left.
- You’ll see another crossing ahead, take this one too and make your way to the opposite side of Tower Bridge, you’ll see it to your right.
- Walk across Tower Bridge. If all has gone to plan, you’ll be on its left-hand side.
- Once on the other side of the river (but still on the bridge) you’ll see a stairway to the left directing you to the Engine Room, go down this staircase and at the bottom turn right onto Shad Thames.
- Continue down Shad Thames until you reach number 36 on the left-hand side. It’s opposite Pizza Express and there is a large brown sign showing the number at street level.
- Our entry door is the one between the street and the Porter's Lodge. Buzz and we'll let you in.
From Tower Gateway
Docklands Light Railway
12 minutes

- Exit the station.
- Ahead you’ll see a pedestrian crossing, cross this and then cross the large crossing immediately to your left, it takes you towards the Tower of London.
- Once on the Tower of London side, continue left.
- You’ll see another crossing ahead, take this one too and make your way to the opposite side of Tower Bridge, you’ll see the bridge now, to your right.
- Walk across Tower Bridge. If all has gone to plan, you’ll be on its left-hand side.
- Once on the other side of the river (but still on the bridge) you’ll see a stairway to the left directing you to the Engine Room, go down this staircase and at the bottom turn right onto Shad Thames.
- Continue down Shad Thames until you reach number 36 on the left-hand side. It’s opposite Pizza Express and there is a large brown sign showing the number at street level.
- Our entry door is the one between the street and the Porter’s Lodge. Buzz and we’ll let you in.